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A robust observer based on H∞ filtering with parameter
uncertainties combined with Neural Networks for
estimation of vehicle roll angle
Abstract
Nowadays, one of the main objectives in road transport is to decrease the
number of accident victims. Rollover accidents caused nearly 33% of all
deaths from passenger vehicle crashes. Roll Stability Control (RSC) systems
prevent vehicles from untripped rollover accidents. The lateral load transfer
is the main parameter which is taken into account in the RSC systems. This
parameter is related to the roll angle, which can be directly measured from a
dual-antenna GPS. Nevertheless, this is a costly technique. For this reason,
roll angle has to be estimated. In this paper, a novel observer based on H∞
filtering in combination with a neural network (NN) for the vehicle roll angle
estimation is proposed. The design of this observer is based on four main
criteria: to use a simplified vehicle model, to use signals of sensors which are
installed onboard in current vehicles, to consider the inaccuracy in the system
model and to attenuate the effect of the external disturbances. Experimental
results show the effectiveness of the proposed observer..
Keywords: vehicle dynamics, roll angle estimation, NN, robust observer,
H∞ observer.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, one of the main objectives in road transport is to decrease the
number of accident victims. For this reason, present vehicles are equipped
with control systems, such as ESC (Electronic Stability Control) and RSC
(Roll Stability Control) [1][2], in order to improve the vehicle safety. These5
systems need to know in advance the expected vehicle behaviour during differ-
ent conditions and manoeuvres to properly actuate on these control systems
[3][4][5]. Specifically, knowledge of the vehicle roll angle is useful in RSC
systems. Rollover accidents caused nearly 33% of all deaths from passenger
vehicle crashes [6]. The main objective of the RSC systems is to stabilize10
to maximize the roll stability of the vehicle. Roll stability is achieved if the
tires are in contact with the ground. This condition is achieved when the
normalized load transfers for both axles, Ri, (i = front, rear) are below the
value ±1 [2]:
Ri =
LLTi
Fzi
(1)
where Fzi is the total axle load and LLTi is the Lateral Load Transfer in each15
axle (front and rear) which can be given by the equation:
LLTi =
ki · φ
T
(2)
where ki is the roll stiffness at the front and rear axles, φ is the roll angle of the
sprung mass and T is the vehicle track width. The normalized load transfer
value, Ri, corresponds to the largest possible load transfer. If the Ri takes on
the value ± 1, then the inner wheels in the bend lift off. The limit cornering20
condition occurs when the load on the inside wheels has dropped to zero and
all the load has been transferred onto the outside wheels. The success of
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RSC system will depend of knowledge of vehicle roll angle. The vehicle roll
angle can be directly measured from a dual-antenna GPS. Nevertheless, this
is a costly technique. For this reason, roll angle has to be estimated [7][8].25
In [9], an algorithm for estimating the roll angle is proposed which uses
the measurements obtained from accelerometers and suspension deflection
sensors. However, this method doesn’t provide very accurate estimations
[8]. Furthermore, suspension deflection sensors are expensive, so they are
typically not available for vehicles [7]. In [7], a dynamic observer which used30
the information obtained from a lateral accelerometer and a gyroscope is
proposed. However, the estimated vehicle roll angle transient response has
an important error. In this algorithm, neither measurement nor model noises
are taken into account. Other authors use low-cost GPS and onboard vehicle
sensors in order to estimate the vehicle roll angle [10][11]. However, the35
problem of using GPS is to get a high accuracy readings and visibility of the
satellites in both urban and forested driving environments [12].
In [8] [12] [13] [14], the Kalman Filter is used for estimation of vehicle
roll angle. The Kalman filter is an iterative method to optimally estimates
the states of a system from noisy sensor measurements. The problem is40
that it is necessary that the system model is precise and that the statistical
information, referred to noise of both the model and the measurements, is
given. When this doesn’t occur, the performance of Kalman Filter may
degrade [15].
Assuming that the noise is bounded, a robust observer design is an effec-45
tive way in dealing with system uncertainties and the parameters variations
[16]. Typically, there are three strategies in the robust filtering: energy-
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to-energy filtering (H∞), peak-to-peak filtering and energy-to-peak filtering
[17][18]. In the energy-to-energy filtering, the noise is arbitrary but with
bounded energy. In peak-to-peak filtering, the worst case peak value of the50
estimation error for the bounded peak value of noise is minimized. Finally,
in the energy-to-peak filtering, the estimation of error is minimized for any
bounded energy disturbance. Some authors propose robust controllers for
improving the vehicle behaviour [19] [20] [21] and others propose robust ob-
servers for vehicle sideslip angle estimation [17] [22].55
However, there is a lack of research about the robust vehicle roll angle
estimation. We aim to develop a robust observer based on H∞ filtering in
combination with a neural network (NN) for the vehicle roll angle estimation.
The design of this observer is based on four main criteria:
• to use in all types of environments (tunnels, urban and forested driving60
environments),
• to use a simplified vehicle model,
• to use signals of sensors that they are installed onboard in current
vehicles,
• to consider the inaccuracy in the system model and65
• to attenuate the effect of the external disturbances.
The NN estimates a ”pseudo-roll angle” through measurements obtained
by affordable physical sensors and this value is introduced in robust H∞-
based observer in order to reduce not only the system uncertainty but also
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to reduce the effect of external disturbances. Experimental results show the70
necessity of estimating the ”pseudo-roll angle” previously.
This paper is organized as follows. The vehicle model for observer design
is described in Section 2. A simplified roll vehicle model is used in order
to reduce the computing time. Moreover, the parameter uncertainties are
considered. In Section 3, a description of proposed observer is given. A75
novel observer based on Neural Networks (NN) combined with a robust H∞
filtering is described. In Section 4, a description of the real vehicle and the
sensors mounted on it is given. In addition, the proposed observer is analyzed
using real experiments and the results are shown. Finally, the summary and
conclusions are given in Section 5.80
2. Vehicle model
We consider a 1-DOF (Degree Of Freedom) vehicle model which is widely
adopted to describe the vehicle roll motion (Figure 1). In the model, a fixed
coordinate system (x, y, z) is adopted in order to describe the vehicle roll
motion. It is assumed that the vehicle sprung mass rotates around the roll85
centre of the vehicle. The vehicle’s roll dynamic is governed by the following
differential equation [8]:
Ixxφ¨+ CRφ˙+KRφ = msayhcr +mshcrg sin (φ) (3)
where φ is the vehicle roll angle, Ixx is the sprung mass moment of inertia
with respect to the roll axis, ms is the sprung mass, hcr is the sprung mass
height about the roll axis, CR represents the total torsional damping, KR is90
the stiffness coefficient, ay represents the lateral acceleration at the vehicle
Center Of Gravity (COG) and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
5
Figure 1: Vehicle roll model.
Nowadays, vehicles incorporate many sensors such as accelerometers and
rate sensors. Since accelerometers provide measurements of acceleration due
to gravity as well as the vehicle’s acceleration, the relation between the lateral95
acceleration measured by the sensor (aym) and the vehicle lateral acceleration
(ay) is given by:
aym = g sin (φ) + ay cos (φ) (4)
Considering that the vehicle roll angle is small, the following approxima-
tions are used:
sin(φ) ≈ φ (5)
100
cos(φ) ≈ 1 (6)
the measured lateral acceleration (aym) can be written as:
aym = ay + gφ (7)
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Considering above approximations, Eq. 3 can be rewritten as:
Ixxφ¨+ CRφ˙+KRφ = msaymhcr (8)
In addition, the pitching and the bounding motions of the sprung mass
are assumed to be neglected and the road bank angle is assumed to be small,
then the vehicle roll rate (φ˙) is considered equal to the roll rate given by the105
sensor (φ˙m):
φ˙ = φ˙m (9)
A state-space model of the vehicle roll dynamic can be represented as:
x˙0 = A0x0 + B0aym + Hw
y = C0x0 + q
(10)
where x0 represents the state vector, [φ, φ˙]
T , y is the measurement vector, w
is the disturbance, q is the measurement noise and,
A0 =
 0 1−KR/Ixx −CR/Ixx
 (11)
B0 =
 0
mshcr/Ixx
 (12)
H = I2x2 (13)
Since, the parameters [Ixx,ms, CR, KR, hcr] cannot be measured easily110
and precisely, and even they can vary over time, hence, the system can be
rewritten as:
x˙0 = (A0 + ∆A0) x0 + (B0 + ∆B0) aym + Hw
y = C0x0 + q
(14)
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∆A0 and ∆B0 represent the system uncertainties for matrices A0 and B0:
A0 + ∆A0 =
 0 1−(KR+∆KR)
(Ixx+∆Ixx)
−(CR+∆CR)
(Ixx+∆Ixx)

B0 + ∆B0 =
 0
(ms+∆ms)(hcr+∆hcr)
(Ixx+∆Ixx)

(15)
In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, the following consider-
ations have been taking into account:115
a+ ∆a
b+ ∆b
=
a
b+ ∆b
+
∆a
b+ ∆b
≈ a
b
+
∆a
b
(16)
(c+ ∆c)(d+ ∆d) = cd+ c∆d+ ∆cd+ ∆c∆d ≈ cd+ c∆d+ ∆cd (17)
Then, the uncertainties matrices can be rewritten as:
∆A0 = EA ·M · FA (18)
∆B0 = EB ·N (t) · FB (19)
where,
EA =
 0 0−∆KR
Ixx
−∆CR
Ixx
 (20)
FA = I2x2 (21)
120
EB =
 0
∆mshcr+ms∆hcr
Ixx
 (22)
M =
 N(t) 0
0 N(t)
 (23)
|N(t)| ≤ 1 (24)
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FB = I1x1 (25)
where ∆KR, ∆CR, ∆hcr and ∆ms are the maximum uncertainties of KR,
CR, hcr and ms, respectively.125
3. Proposed observer based on H∞ filtering combined with neural
networks
The roll angle is an essential parameter whose knowledge is fundamental
for vehicle rollover controlling behaviour. Hence, a novel observer based on
H∞ filtering in combination with Neural Network (NN) for the estimation130
of the vehicle roll angle is proposed. The proposed observer architecture is
shown in Figure 2. The estimation process consists of two blocks: the first
block serves to estimate the vehicle roll angle using NN. The NN modu-
le acts as a ”pseudo-sensor” providing a ”pseudo-roll angle” through other
measurements obtained by physical on-board vehicle sensors. The design of a135
NN-based ”pseudo-sensor” is useful in order to avoid the use of sensors which
provide directly the vehicle roll angle. The problems of these types of sensors
are that they are very costly and they used the information given by GPS
system. The ”pseudo-roll angle” information is necessary to be introduced in
the H∞-based observer in order to obtain a good estimation of vehicle states.140
The second block contains an H∞ state estimation that uses the result of the
first block to consider the uncertainties of parameters and to attenuate the
effect of the disturbances of measurement obtained from the first block. In
this case, the pseudo-roll angle is estimated from the observer based on NN.
As the NN used is a static NN, the error of the NN can be assumed as145
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a ”pseudo-sensor” noise. The advantage of the H∞-based observer used in
this research is that the knowledge about the sensor noise is not required
contrary to Kalman Filter. Hence, the analysis of convergence of the pro-
posed algorithm (NN+H∞ observer) is reduced to analyze the converge of
H∞ observer.150
Figure 2: Observer architecture
3.1. Neural Network Module
This module corresponds with the design of an artificial neural network
which provides a ”pseudo-roll angle” using the signals of inertial sensors that
they are installed on-board in current vehicles. The architecture of the NN
is depicted in Figure 3. The NN is formed by a single hidden layer with155
15 neurons, four inputs corresponding to the the longitudinal acceleration,
axm, the lateral acceleration, aym, the yaw rate , ψ˙m, and the roll rate, φ˙m
and one output corresponding to the vehicle ”pseudo-roll angle”, φNN . A
detailed description about the training of NN and results obtained is given
in [8].160
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Figure 3: Observer architecture
3.2. H∞ filtering observer Module
To estimate the vehicle roll angle, we define an observer which has the
following form:
.
xˆ0 = A0xˆ0 + B0aym + L0 (ymeas −C0xˆ0) (26)
where ymeas is the measurements or pseudo-measurements obtained directly
by vehicle sensors and L0 is the observer gain to be determined. The esti-165
mation error of states is defined as:
e = x0 − xˆ0 (27)
hence, the estimation error dynamic is expressed as:
e˙ = x˙0 −
.
xˆ0 (28)
By substituting Eq. (14) and Eq. (26) in Eq. (28),
e˙ = (A0 + ∆A0) x0 + (B0 + ∆B0) aym + Hw−
− (A0xˆ0 + B0aym + L0 (ymeas −C0xˆ0))
(29)
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and operating,
e˙ = (A0 − L0C0) e + ∆A0x0 + ∆B0aym + Hw+L0q (30)
Note that the system’s stability is only decided by the system matrix for170
e, then the term L0q does not affect the stability and it can be treated as
a disturbance. As H is considered to be the identity matrix, Eq. 30 can be
written as:
e˙ = (A0 − L0C0) e + ∆A0x0 + ∆B0aym + H(w + L0q) (31)
If the system is asymptotically stable, the matrix L0 exists and is bounded.
Then, the term (w + L0q) is also bounded and Eq. 31 can be rewritten as,175
e˙ = (A0 − L0C0) e + ∆A0x0 + ∆B0aym + Hw′ (32)
where w′ is now the unknown but bounded external disturbance vector.
A new state vector ξ = [e,x0]
T is defined as follows,
ξ˙ = Apξ + Bpaym + H
′w′′ (33)
where,
Ap =
 (A0 − L0C0) ∆A0
02x2 A0 + ∆A0

Bp =
 ∆B0
B0 + ∆B0

H′ = I4x4
w′′ =
[
w′ w
]T
(34)
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Since the roll angle is the signal to be estimated, the performance of
proposed observer is evaluated by its estimation error. Hence, the variable z180
in the H∞ filtering is chosen as:
z = Gξ (35)
with G =
[
1 0 0 0
]
.
The system defined by Eq. (33) depends on the sensor lateral acceleration,
aym, and external disturbance, w. In order to reduce the effect of both inputs
on the roll angle estimated, the H∞ performance is chosen as [23][20]:185
‖z‖2∞ < γ21 ‖aym‖2∞ + γ21γ22 ‖w′′‖2∞ (36)
where γ1 is the performance index and γ2 is the weighing factor which deter-
mines the relative importance of the effect of two external inputs, aym and
w′′, to the estimated error of the output, φ.
The principle of H∞ is to determine a continuous-time filter in the form
of (26) such that for all uncertainties the system in (33) is asymptotically190
stable and the output z satisfies a prescribed H∞ performance. Hence, the
system given in (33) is asymptotically stable and H∞ performance in (36) for
a given γ1 and γ2 if there exists a matriz P symmetric and positive-definite,
P = PT and P > 0, satisfying:
PAp + A
T
p P PBp PH
′ GT
* −γ21I 0 0
* * −γ21γ22I 0
* * * −I

< 0 (37)
The proof of the previous statement can be found in [23].195
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The problem to solve Eq. (37) is that matrices Ap and Bp depend on
parameters uncertainties. If we considered that matrix P is defined as:
P =
 P1 02x2
02x2 P2
 > 0 (38)
the inequality of Eq. (37) becomes:
P1 (A0 L0C0) + (A0 L0C0)
T P1 02x2 P1∆B0 P1I2x2 G(1 : 2) P1EA 02x2
* P2A0 +A
T
0 P2 P2 (B0 + ∆B0) P2I2x2 G(3 : 4) P2EA εAF
T
A
* * γ21I1x1 01x2 01x1 01x2 01x2
* * * γ21γ
2
2I2x2 02x1 02x2 02x2
* * * * I1x1 02x1 01x2
* * * * * εAI2x2 02x2
* * * * * * εAI2x2
 < 0
(39)
Furthermore, applying that
Q = P1L0 (40)
the condition given in Eq. (39) can be rewritten as:200

(P1A0 QC0) + (P1A0 QC0)
T 02x2 P1∆B0 P1I2x2 G(1 : 2)
* P2A0 +A
T
0 P2 P2 (B0 + ∆B0) P2I2x2 G(3 : 4)
* * γ21I1x1 01x2 01x1
* * * γ21γ
2
2I2x2 02x1
* * * * I1x1
+

P1EA
P2EA
02x1
02x2
02x1
M [ 02x2 FA 01x2 02x2 01x2 ] +

02x2
(FA)
T
02x1
02x2
02x1
M [ (P1EA)T (P2EA)T 01x2 02x2 01x2 ] < 0
(41)
In [16] and [17], it is indicated that if there are real matrices Ω = ΩT , L
and H with compatible dimensions and N(t) satisfies that |N(t)| ≤ 1, then
the following condition:
Ω + LN (t) H + HTN (t) LT < 0 (42)
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holds if and only if there exists a positive scalar ε such that:
Ω L εHT
* −εI 0
* * −εI
 < 0 (43)
The proof of the previous statement can be found in [24][25].205
For inequality (41), we consider that:
ΩA =

P1 (A0 L0C0) + (A0 L0C0)
T P1 02x2 P1∆B0 P1I2x2 G(1 : 2)
* P2A0 +A
T
0 P2 P2 (B0 + ∆B0) P2I2x2 G(3 : 4)
* * γ21I1x1 01x2 01x1
* * * γ21γ
2
2I2x2 02x1
* * * * I1x1

(44)
LA =

P1EA
P2EA
02x1
02x2
02x1

(45)
HA =
[
02x2 FA 01x2 02x2 01x2
]
(46)
then, inequality (41) is transformed to inequality:
ΩA LA εAH
T
A
* −εAI2x2 02x2
* * −εAI2x2
 < 0 (47)
Since, the previous inequality still contains uncertainties due to the term
∆B0, the same procedure is carried out, then, inequality (47) is transformed210
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as inequality: 
ΩB LB εBH
T
B
* −εBI2x2 0
* * −εBI2x2
 < 0 (48)
where
ΩB =

ΩA LA εAH
T
A
* −εAI2x2 0
* * −εAI2x2
 (49)
LB =

P1EB
P2EB
01x1
02x1
02x1
02x1
02x1

(50)
HB =
[
01x2 01x2 FB 01x2 01x1 01x2 01x2
]
(51)
Additionally, all the eigenvalues of the closed loop system defined in Eq.
(26) should be constrained into a disk (k, q) with radius k and center located
at (−q, 0) in the complex plane in order to have a good transient response215
with relatively less control energy [16] [22]. This condition is satisfied if there
exists a positive-definite and symmetric matrix P1 such that the following
inequality is required to be held: −qP1 (P1A0 −QC0) + kP1
−qP1
 < 0 (52)
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For a given value of the weighing factor, γ2, the minimum H∞ performance
index, γ1, can be obtained by solving the following minimization problem:220
minγ21 (53)
subject to Eq. 38, Eq. 48 and Eq. 52.
4. Results and Discussion
A Mercedes Sprinter is used for this research, as depicted in Figure 4.
For the experimental results, different sensors were installed in the vehicle as
a MSW 250 Nm steering angle sensor from Kistler, a Vbox 3i dual antenna225
from Racelogic which utilizes two GPS/GLONASS antennas and an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU). The IMU was installed close to the vehicle COG.
The two antennas were installed on the roof and at 90 deg to the vehicle true
heading, allowing the system to measure the roll angle. This roll angle value
has been considered as Ground Truth and it has been used to validate the230
proposed estimator.
Table 1 shows the nominal parameters for the experimental vehicle and
their maximum uncertainties taken into account. One of main complexity
of the problem is to find an observer gain which ensures system convergence
for all defined uncertainties and the system satisfies the performance require-235
ments. The solution of LMI problem given by (53) guaranties this condition.
The weight factor, γ2, affects strongly to the modelling error and how the
external inputs influence in the estimation errors. Additionally, γ1 repre-
sents the estimation performance. An analysis is carried out to analyze the
influence the weight factor, γ2, and the localization of eigenvalues on results.240
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Figure 4: Test vehicle equipped with different sensors
If all the eigenvalues of the closed loop system are constrained into a
disk (5, 5), the results obtained for index performance and gain observer
are given in Table 2 for different values of weight factor, γ2. We observe
that since increasing weight factor, γ2, decreasing the index performance, γ1.
However, the value of observer gain obtained in each case is very similar. The245
performance of the proposed roll angle observer has been proved for a real
vehicle travelling on a dry pavement with a speed profile which is showed in
Figure 5 under a J-turn and slalom manoeuvres as is indicated in Figure 6.
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Table 1: Vehicle parameters and their uncertainties
Symbol Value Unit
CR 53071 Nms/rad
ms 1700 kg
hcr 0.25 m
Ixx 1700 kgm
2
KR 55314 Nms/rad
∆CR 20000 Nms/rad
∆ms 800 kg
∆hcr 0.1 m
∆KR 20000 Nm/rad
As the pseudo-roll angle and the roll rate are available, then (see Eq. (26)),
ymeas =
[
φNN φ˙
]T
(54)
C0 =
 1 0
0 1
 (55)
Figure 7 shows the comparative results for the manoeuvre given in Figure250
5 and Figure 6 for the gain observers given in Table 2. For comparison, the
vehicle roll angle obtained using dual GPS antenna is taken as Ground Truth.
Additionally, the vehicle roll angle obtained directly from NN is also given.
In addition to the graphical evidence, a quantitative analysis that takes
into consideration the error for the roll angle estimated has been accom-255
plished. The following equation has been used to represent the norm error
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Figure 5: Vehicle speed profile
Figure 6: Vehicle steering wheel angle measures with the sensor MSW 250 Nm
as a function of time [26]:
Et =
εt
σt
(56)
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Table 2: H∞ performance index, γ1, and observer gain for different values of the weighing
factor, γ2, and considering that the eigenvalues are constrained into a disk (5, 5)
CASE Weight factor Index performance Observer Gain Norm error Maximum error
γ2 γ1 L0 Et Emax, (rad, deg)
1 0.01 10.0039 [9.9998 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-35.6861 -62.2274]
2 0.1 1.008 [9.9995 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-34.4247 -62.2946]
3 1 0.1 [9.9994 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-16.8740 -62.9850]
4 10 0.01 [9.9996 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-30.4504 -62.3335]
5 100 0.001 [9.9987 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-41.1612 -62.0422]
where,
ε2t =
T∫
0
(φexp − φest)2 dt
σ2t =
T∫
0
(φexp − µexp)2 dt
(57)
φexp represents the real vehicle roll angle obtained from the GPS dual antenna
(Ground Truth), φest represents the vehicle roll angle obtained from estimator260
and µexp is the mean value of the vehicle roll angle obtained from the dual
antenna during the period T. The norm and maximum errors are provided in
Table 2. The values of norm and maximum errors are the same. Hence, we
can conclude that neither the observer gain nor the H∞-based estimated roll
angle are not much affected by the weight factor selected. For this reason, a265
value γ2=1 is selected.
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Figure 7: Experimental results for J-turn and Slalom manoeuvres (green points: experi-
mental vehicle roll angle using GPS dual-antenna Ground Truth, red points: vehicle roll
angle from NN, rest of colours: vehicle roll angle for cases of Table 2 )
In Table 3, results for a given weight factor γ2=1 and for different con-
strained disks are shown. In this case, both norm and maximum errors are
affected by the selected constrained disk. The higher the circle radius and
its center are, the higher errors are obtained.270
On the other hand, if we consider the roll angle estimated directly from
NN, the obtained norm and maximum errors are 1.9531 and 0.096 rad, respec-
tively (see Table 3). Moreover, we can observe in Figure 8, that a reduction
of noise is achieved using a combination of NN and H∞-based observer (black
color) compared with using only NN-based observer (red color).275
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Figure 8: Detail of Figure 7 (red points: vehicle roll angle from NN, black points: vehicle
roll angle from NN+H∞ )
Additionally, in order to demonstrate the improvement provided by the
proposed algorithm, an estimator based on H∞ performance, which estimates
the vehicle roll angle without considering that the pseudo-roll angle is avail-
able, was used for comparison purpose. Hence,
ymeas =
[
φ˙
]T
(58)
C0 =
[
0 1
]
(59)
For a given value of γ2=1 and considering that all the eigenvalues of280
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Figure 9: Vehicle roll angle (black points: experimental vehicle roll angle using GPS dual-
antenna (Ground Truth), red points: vehicle roll angle using a NN+H∞-based observer
with ymeas = [φ˙]), blue points: vehicle roll angle using a NN+H∞-based observer with
ymeas = [φNN , φ˙]
T
the closed loop system are constrained into a disk (5, 5), the calculated
performance index is γ1=1.2528 and the observer gain is
L0 =
 −64.6233
28.7955
 (60)
Figure 9 shows the comparative results of H∞-based observer considering
the case when the pseudo-roll angle is available (blue points) and the case
when the pseudo-roll angle is not available (red points). Additionally, the285
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Table 3: Norm error and maximum errors from NN-observer. Observer gain, norm error
and maximum error for different constrained disks (k,q) and γ2=1
CASE Constrained Index Observer Norm error, Maximum Error,
disk (k,q) performance, γ1 gain, L0 Et Emax (rad, deg)
NN - - - 1.9531 (0.0960, 5.5o)
NN+H∞ (5, 5) 0.1 [9.9994 1.0000 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
-16.8740 -62.9850]
NN+H∞ (10, 10) 0.05 [19.9979 1.0000 1.5766 (0.0772, 4.42o)
23.6189 -53.8572]
NN+H∞ (20, 20) 0.025 [39.9955 1.0000 1.7695 (0.0866, 4.96o)
77.7816 -36.3311]
NN+H∞ (50, 50) 0.01 [99.9827 1.0001 1.9057 (0.0933, 5.35o)
291.4116 15.2996]
vehicle roll angle obtained from GPS dual-antenna, considered as our Ground
Truth, is also drawn (black points). The norm and maximum errors for these
cases are shown in Table 4. We observe that if only the roll rate is taking
into account as measurement, the estimated roll angle is very noisy. Hence,
it is necessary the measurement of pseudo-roll angle in order to reduce the290
noise.
5. Conclusion
A robust H∞-based observer is proposed to deal with the estimation of
vehicle roll angle in presence of parameter uncertainties. This observer uses
as measurement the pseudo-roll angle obtained from NN. An important ad-295
vantage of the proposed observer is that the estimation of pseudo-roll angle
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Table 4: Norm and maximum errors considering different available measurements (γ2=1
and considering that all the eigenvalues of the closed loop system are constrained into a
disk (5, 5))
CASE Norm error, Et Maximum error, Emax
(rad, deg)
ymeas = [φNN , φ˙]
T 1.3511 (0.0661, 3.78o)
ymeas = [φ˙] 1.4631 (0.15, 8.59
o)
uses signals of sensors that they are installed onboard in current vehicles.
The effectiveness of the proposed observer is shown via a series of compar-
isons. The proposed NN+H∞-based observer reduce the noise and errors of
the pseudo-roll angle obtained directly from NN. Besides, if only the mea-300
surement of roll rate is considered in the estimation of vehicle roll angle, the
errors are greater than the errors obtained considering both the measurement
of pseudo-roll angle and the measurement of roll rate. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of the robust vehicle roll angle observer proposed.
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